4th Annual International East Russia Oil and Gas Forum and Exhibition is dedicated to the implementation of major strategic oil and gas projects in the regions from Krasnodarsk to Sakhalin: development of oil and gas fields such as Kovyktinskoye field and Chayandinskoye field, Amur Gas Processing Plant construction, gas pipeline Power of Siberia construction, LGH terminal in the port of Vladivostok construction, Chona project, Zvezda ship-building complex construction, Sakhalinsk gas extraction centre development, upstream off-shore projects and other. Annually the Forum brings together more than 300 participants. Among them there are representatives of investment companies from China, Japan, Korea, Thailand. Within the Forum they manage to find partners for implementation of projects in the east part of Russia.


Highlights of the programme 2019:
- **Russian government strategy of Eastern Siberia and Far East development**
- **Oil and gas projects**: outlook. What will new innovative technologies bring to oil and gas processing and chemical industries?
- **Regional oil and gas projects financing and investments**: What investment volume is expected in 2020-2025?
- **Major oil and gas projects of Eastern Siberia and far East**: Amursk GPP and MCP, Irkutsk and Yakutsk gas extraction centres, Chona project, Sakhalinsk gas extraction centres, Vankor oil and gas cluster
- **Oil and gas processing and petrochemistry development in the Far East**: Window of opportunities for the largest petrochemical cluster development.
- **Russian Far East shelf development**: exploration issues and outlooks
- **Development of oil and gas transportation infrastructure** as a factor of collaboration with Asia-Pacific Region countries
- **Entrance of Russia into gas market of China**: Final construction stage of Power of Siberia gas pipelines

**Organising committee:**
Kristina Sargsyan, Project producer +7 499 505 1 505 (Moscow), KSargsyan@vostockcapital.com